CHAPTER

V

Figures based on Tarka-nyaya.

ills fourth group consists of alamkaras based on barks. or
reasoning.

This reasoning should be a result of poetic imagination.

Logical perfection is not necessary in the figures bs.sed on tarka.
The figures Kivyalinga, Arthantaranyasa and Anumana are cased on
tarka,

Jagannitha starts the figures

based on tarkanyaya without

any remark about tarka.

(l)

Kavy&lihga:

Anumitikar&natvena samanyavise sabkav&bbyam cinalihgitah
prakrtarhopapadakatvena vivaksitorfchah Kavyalingsm.

In K?.vyalinga, the sense representing the reason brings
out the sense which is the matter in hand.
analingitah exclude Anumana, where the

'fhe words anumitikaran&tven

hetu is a means for inference,

,
_
.
/ exclude Arthantaranyasa,
_
Tlie vrords , samahyavisesabhiv&Dh.yam
analingitah
which is based on aaiianyavifsesabhava.
brings out the prakrta.

In Kavyalinga

This characteristic excludes Upama, where th«

prakrta is known by similarity.

Hie hetu or the reason should not be

directly expressed by ablative or instrumental case.
Si

the reason(hetu)

Hie hetu can

-
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give rise t© charm only when it is suggested,

,

_

This is signified by

t

the words prakr•tarthopapadakatvena vivaksitah arthah.

The hetu

may be represented by the sense of a subanta or by the sense ©f a
tingta.

The first is two folds

(l) it may be characterized by the sense

of other words, ©r (2) it may be purely of the form of the sense of a
subanta.

In the first subvariety either the sentence-sense, or

the sense of only subanta may characterize the sense of a subanta
15
directly, or indirectly.
When the reason represented by a tingta
A
-, it may be characterized by the sense of sentence or by the sense
of only subanta,

directly or indirectly,

Jagannatha remarks that

these divisions are given only according to the ancients.
not striking by themselves.
from Anumana ?

They are

How can Kavyalinga be distinguished

In Anumana, the anumiti consisting in the knowledge of

the sadhya from the reason is a subject of poetic description.

Though

anumiti is present in Kavyalinga also,the poet does not intend to convey
it to the readers.

In Anumana, the poet or the speaker draws the

conclusion for the reader.

In Kavyalinga the reader himself gets

the knowledge of anumiti, due to some reason.

Appayya has defined Kavyalinga as 1 samarthaniyasyarthasya
Kavyalingam, samarthakam.*

This definition is not accepted by

Jagannatha because the absence of samanyavisesabhava is not mentioned',
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hence the definition is applicable to Arthantaranyasa.

Nagesa defends

if*1
Appayya by saying that the word samarthaniya excludes Arthantaranyasa as
dsfined by the ancients.

If the definition given by the modern

rhetoricians is meant here, Appayya himself has said in his treatment

We

4

of arthantaranyasa, that fetes v<M»d samanyavisesabhavanalingita should

i
be added to the definition of Kavyalinga.

I’he examples cited by Ruyyaka to illustrate Kavyalinga are
not proper, as th® figure in these instances is not Kavyalinga, but
Anumana according to Jagannatha.

Jagannstha mentions a view according to which Kavyalinga does not
deserve to be figure as . it has no strikingness of its own.
and the inference drawn from it are establsihed by themselves.
therefore, leave no scope for poetic imagination.

ihe reason
They

kavyalinga may give

rise to strikingness when it is mixed with S*lesa but then S'lasa becomes
the cause of strikingness and not Idavyalinga.
is not an alamk&ra*, it is only the absence
according to this view.

Kavyalinga, therefore,

of a defect named Nirhetu,
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BhSmaha, ^andin and Vduasna do not define Kavyalihra,

Kavyalinga

occurs, according to TTdbhata, when something becomes the caus* of
recollection or experience.
* hetorvileyapadarthata *.

Kcmmata defines Kavyalinga. as

"■“h* Set. ' b that the reason may be expressed

in (l) sentence (z) many words or (o) only one word, - Ziuyyaka folows
hsannata.

He, however, gives four divisions of this figure: (l) when

the hrbu is expressed in many sentence* Cs) whan it is expressed in
many words,

(s)

when it is expressed in one sentence and (4) whan it

is expressed in one word.

Sobhakars. calls this figure Ifotu,

says that the Ketu may consist of (l) a sense of a worn or (2) a sense 01
a sentence.

ike second mav be sabda or arth.a.

uo says that the

expressed sense may hire be wabolishod by the suggested sense.

k

Jayar-.tha says that the hetu expressed in sentence or words cannot give
rise to any strikingnessj hence XgvyeJLinga docs not deserve to bo a
figure.

Buyyaka has defined it only out of r^spact for the ancients.

liven when the suggested sene e is pro son , the hatu expressed in a
sentence or in words does not give rise to any strikirgnoso.
tb erefore, should be included into Aland xv:..,
Hs divides Ih
follows Ruyyn'
Kavyalihga as

bu anno va-marif

iSvy linga

Vidyanl bha follows L .liienta.

:> and pred3.rtharat

Visvanatha

in defining end dividing Kavyrlinga.
defines
jV
samarthaniya jjyap. r.<?y* Ruvynliugsun sc: xerthxnnm. * He says

that the hntu may ho mentioned in a sentence or in a word,

Goth the

padartfca and ths vakyarthe., depending on each other may also form
the hetu,

Sometimes obj "cto^ mutually opposite .^form the hstu,

App&yya and Jaganncthn elaborats th . division.-- of hetu in their treatment
of Karelinas-..

Z)

Arthantaranyasa:

Sian anyone vi sosnzju visos-m o. ssinanyasy& v*i yatsnmarti anam
*•c d arthFLntsr anyasah.

hh*r: a general proposition corroborates a particular proposition
or a/hen a particular proposition corroborates a general proposition^tie
figure Arth antaranyarsa in.Kfto p 1r-n

e
Generally a gfoeyal or a particular

proposition is prahrea and it corroborates a particular or a general
proposition which, is aprakrta.
ways:

.1.* corroboration is possible in two

(l) by similarity !'nd (f) by disriuil ;.rity.

sarrn-uh.gAas&marth£\f:a.t1 ~.v'. gives rise to this figure.
Irv'f

eocoressivs ox corroooraoion*

She relation of
It may be expressed

fords like, hi, yat, yaiah

r

vanornl

An objection nay be raxsod here,
corroboracef a particular proposition, t'.

proposition

Igure should bo Anraaana

the knowledge of the invariable association

of two objects described

in the general proposition I? ads us to the inference of the association
of two particular- objects.

ilm corroboration of a particular proposition

by u general proposition should not therefore be considered as a
variety of Arthanataranynsa.

Artblntaranyasa, there fore, consists

only in the corroboration of a general proposition by a particular
proposition.

-his ocj retion is not valid because the province of

Anunana is already clarified in the tree.truant of Kavyalinga.

It

Kay new ba argued that the corroboration of a general proposition by
a particular one is not different from the figure Udaharanau

-this

argument is not correct because tha -two figures s.ra gu.ite distinct,
'fords like iva ara not present in Arthane.tranyasa.
present in TJdaharana.

Such 'words are

When the particular proposition corroborates

the. general proposition in TJdaharana, only trie part which is anuvadya
is particular", the part which is Yidhoye or predicated regains general.
Ihus, the predicate of the general proposition and the particular
illustration is the sauio in Udaharana.

In Arth"nta.ranyasa, both

the parts-anuvSdya as well as vidheya - are particular.
not ba said that this distinction is very insignificant.

It should
JPor t'.

.on
*
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Parcivnsiuoama '.rill have to be included in Drstanta end Atisnyokti
will Lave to be incl’.idad in Supsicn as the distinction between these
figures is also vary insignificant,

3bill, if.

tbs objector does

not accept the '"istinctior. and insists tint Arthantaranyasa should
be included into

Udahnruna, then Jngnnnatha

holds that, Udaharana.

should be included in Arthantnranyasa, as Udaherana is not accepted
by the ancients, who include it into lipoma.

’c a sequence.

^eus the

stataiamt corroborating may come first ana the stabement corroborated
may come afterwards.

In Arthantaranyas a, tho aprakrta may corroborate the prakrta,
the prakrta may corroborate the prakrta.

the prakrta may else

corroborate the aprakrta. but than t%-c aprakrta finally lands to the
prakrta.

liuyyakn gives two more varieties of ArtKantcranyasa: (l) when
the cause corroborates the '\ff-*-et (f_) when the offset corroborates the
cause,

ilies? vari-’tios are not accepted by Jagennatha, as they form

the province of 'Knvyalinga.

Jayaratha distinguishes Arthantaranyasa

from TTdaharona on the g ound . that in Arihantsranyasa whan the gonorfJL
proposition is support's

by
the _particular XX
proposition J the --.nieral
V

proposition expects the particular proposition while in Tldaharana,
the general proposition is complete by itself and the particular,
which is a part of it, is mentioned only to clarify it,

ibis is

not accepted by Jug&nnatha, who insists that the way of distinguishing
Arthantarar. yasa from Udaharana. shown by him should be accepted.

Appayya gives a new figure Yikasvara, which is defined as
1 yasminvisesasamanyavisesah sa Yikasvarah,

Vikasvara thus* occurs

when there is a particular proposition, then a general proposition
and then once again a particular proposition,
Appayya for admitting this figure.

Jagannatha criticizes

All the cases of Yikasvara can

be covered by a Samsrsti of Udaharanr:. end Artb&ntaranyasa or by
a Samsrsti of the two varieties of Arthantaranyasa.

Vikasvara,

thear®for® does not deserve to be an independent figure,
controverts Jagnnnatha’s view,

ilagesa

he says that Vikasvara has an

additional ch.rm arising from intor-conn.-ction,

Vikasvara,

therefore should bo admitted as a separate figure.
to be justified in his criticism of Appayya.

Jagannatha seems

An additional

proposition of a particular is too insignificant to grant Vikasvara
a separate treatment.

-
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Bh&maha defines Arthantaranyasa as fellows:
Upanyasanamarthasya yadarthasyoditadrte
Jneyah sorthintaranyasah purvarthanugato yatha.

Bfiamaha's Arthantaranyasa is not based ©n Samanyavisesabhava.
Dandin holds that in Arthantaranyasa, the citation ©f another object
should be capable

©f proving the object which is described.

Dandin’s

Arthantaranyasa, therefore, is based on sadhya-sadhanabhava.

Dandin

gives eight varieties of Arthantaranyasa, which are not accepted by
the succeeding rhetoricians.

Udbhata holds that Arthantaranyasa is

based on samarthya - samarthakabhava.

He says that in Arthantaranyasa,

the samarthaka or the samarthya may come first.

He adds that words

like hi may be present or absent in Arthantaranyasa.
that the arthantara should not be a hetu.

Yamana says

Rudrata is the first to

state that in Arthintaranyasa, either a particular or a general
dharmi may be described and another similar dharrni - general or
particular - is described in order to support it.
Arthantaranyasa based on dissimilarity also,
Rudrata

Rudrata admits

Mammata follows

His definition shows clearly that both

samanyavisesabhava

Yidyanatha fellows Ruyyaka, but he says that the corroboration
of an effect by a cause gives rise to Kavyalinga.

Jbe corroboration

of a cause by an effect there^or*, gives rise to Arthlnfcaranyisa..
Vidylnatha treats this figure among figures based on tarkanyaya .
YisVanatlia follows Ruyyaka and gives eight varieties of
Arthantaranyasa,

Appayya treats this figure as based on tarkanyaya*

lie admits only sananyavisesabhava in Arthantaranyasa.

He gives two

varieties of Arthantaranyasa: (Aj when aprakrta corrooorates the prakrta
A

and (B) when the prakrta corroborates the aprakrta.

VidjrSn&tha, Appayya and Jagannatha hold that Arthantaranyasa
is based on tarkanyaya.Jagannatha here* differs from Ruyyaka, whom
he generally follows.

-*hen the general proposition corroborates the

particular, or when the particular proposition corrborates the general,
the corroboration is bs.s«d on some tarka, for a samanya

consists of

particular, end the particular forms a part and parcel of the general.
Some logic is excercizsd when the samanya or vise3a is represented
as supporting visesa or samanya.

Jagannatha is thus justified

when ha treats Arthantaranyasa as a figure based on tarkanyaya.
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(2)

Anumana:

Anumitikaranamanumlnsm»Anumitikarana or the instrument of
anumiti is the knowldege of the reason (|ings.) as
by vyapti.

characterized

When it is described as a result of poetic imagination

th® figure Anumana takes place.

fhe figure Anumana nay also b®

based on figures like itupaka or Atisayokti.

Words like manye, sank®

or avaimi convey antralti if th® s&dhana and sUdhya are present,

fhe

same words convey Utpreksa when the source - sadrsya is present.

Anumana is expressed (vacya) when words like many® axe
employed.

It is indicated by words like vakti or kathayati.

It is pratiyamana when neither is present and when the sadhys.

'3

implied.

Anumana is suggested when th® sadhya is suggested by linga which only
is mentioned.

-This distinction is possible only when jfenumana i^

understood as anumiti.

If the figure Anumana is understood as the

instrument of knowledge, and if karana is understood as the knowledge
of linga, then the divisions into vacya^laksya etc, are not possible
because knowledge is neither vacya nor Ir-ksya,

-
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It must be said that Jagannotha has unnecessarily confused
his treatment of this figure by introducing terms of NySya,

3h.sb.aha, Dandin, Hdbhata and Vimana do not define AmumUna.
liudrata treats Anumar.a as a figure based on tfastava and defines it as
follows:

Vastu paroksam yasminsadhysmupanyasya sadhakam tasya

h

PunaranyadupaijpyasyedviparitajB cait&danumanam.

He gives another variety of Anumaha, where the cause being powerful,
the effect is described as not produced or produced in the past or in
the future,

kammata does not admit the second variety of Anumana

given by Rudrata,

says that phs subvariety of the first variety,

consisting in the inversion of the order of reason and conclusion doss
not posses any charm.
1

He therefore, defines

sadhyasadhanayorvac&h. ’

Auumana may be

•.

Auumana as

Ruyy&ka follows Manana to..

holds that

based on figures , like Rupaka or may arise by itself *

yvi
it becomes charming because of the excercise of poetic imagination,
Anumana is based on pratyayyapratySy^kabhavo.

Anumana thus arises

when something not known or apprehended before, is made known by the
hetjr or reason.

The

figures Xp-vyalihgr and Arthantaranya.sa axe

based on samarthpyasamerthakaohava.
the cause in Kavyalinga.

Aa thing mentioned becomes

^uyyaka here says that he has admitted cause

and effect relation in Arthan.-.fcaranjeasa only because it is admitted
i

by Hdbhata.

^obhakara says that when a thing which is known by

some person by some pram&na but which is not known by others is
made known to them the figure is Hetu (Kavyalinga) .

Wien the thing

is described as known by one’s own self the figure is Anumana,
reason in Anumana may be s’abda or artlia.

ike

fhe verse 'yatraita lahari,...

cited by Maiomata and Ruyyska as an illustration of Anumana, is .an
instance of Asambandhe sambandk**
1

-

-

to Sobhakara,
h-upaka,
which

•

variety of Atisayokti according
_

Vidyanatha admits Anumana only when it is based on

fhe figure Anumana can be distinguished from the Anumana

{A

-»

-■ a prsmana, only when it is based on figures like Rupaka

according to 7idyi.natb&.
rise to the figure Anumahaj
th© figure 'Kavyalinga,

Yisvariatha says that jiaapaka hetu gives
While the nfjspada’ra hetu gives rise to
admit* a third kind of hetu- semarthaka

hetu-which according to him gives rise to the figure Arthanfttaranyasa,
App&yya treats Anumana as a figure based on pramana.

Anumana

according to 1dm, may be pure or mixed with other figures.

